Workshops for 2019!
Collage Quilting - by Laura Heine
Make HenRietta or other pattern as you learn the creative and
fun collage process. I will guide you through preparation,
planning, color and placement to create this delightful work of
art! No sewing machine necessary.
Required: Steam a Seam 2, Hen Rietta or other pattern or
drawing, Micro-serrated scissors, pattern ease, background
fabric per pattern & lots of little bits of flower and feather fabric.
Skill Level: Beginner

Mini Wonderful Curves by Sew Kind of Wonderful
This tool allows quilt makers to cut curves easily and accurately with stupendous results.
Sewing the curved seams together is easy work and done entirely without pins! Make any of
the 16 projects in this fresh and contemporary book during class.
Required: Mini Quick Curve Ruler and Mini Wonderful Curves Pattern Book
Skill Level: Confident Beginner

Hexagons, a Modern Slant by Cosmopolitan Quilt Co.
This fun hexagon quilt is put together using all half hexies! It’s sewn together in rows
without any “Y” seams! So many variations can be done with this modern pattern.
Required: Hexagons, a Modern Slant Pattern
Optional but recommended: Hex N More Ruler
Skill Level: Confident beginner

Daybreak by Jaybird quilts
This happy and bright quilt makes for a lovely lap quilt.
Change the background to dark and make nightfall. No “Y” seams required for this quilt!
Required: Daybreak pattern
Optional but recommended: Hex n More & Sidekick rulers
Skill Level: Intermediate
All workshops are 6 hours $450.00 up to 20 students
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Glimmer by Jaybird Quilts
This adorable pieced quilt has No “Y” seams! There are 5 project size options
from mug rug to Queen size!
Required: Glimmer pattern
Optional but recommended: Super Sidekick Ruler
Skill Level: Confident Beginner

Metro Twist by Sew Kind of Wonderful
These fabulous curves are sewn together without using any Pins!
The blocks are made big and cut down using multiple points on the ruler.
Required: Metro Twist pattern & Quick Curve Ruler
Skill Level: Beginner +

Costa Maya by Snow Day Designs
This clever amazing pattern is a fun easy pieced quilt that makes an awesome
secondary pattern.
Fantastic with contrasting or complimentary colors/patterns.
Required: Costa Maya pattern
Skill Level: Confident Beginner

Chic County by Sew Kind of Wonderful
This fresh, modern, contemporary quilt pattern creates a breathtaking quilt. Using the QCR
ruler, blocks are created oversized and trimmed down to make the perfect curved block.
Required: Chic Country pattern & Quick Curve Ruler
Skill Level: Intermediate

Boomerang - by Jaybird Quilts
Pieced triangles make up this delightful quilt by Jaybird Quilts, it uses the Super Sidekick ruler
or template plastic. quilt looks great in batiks, solids, novelties with many sizes to choose
from. This quilt can be made by a confident beginner. NO “Y” Seams!
Required: Boomerang pattern, either Super Sidekick ruler
or template plastic
Skill Level: Confident beginner

Northern Lights by Jinny Beyer
Try this dramatic paper pieced quilt with a unique secondary pattern! This paper piecing class
breaks all the rules! Paper piecing without the headache of tearing away the paper.
Required: Freezer paper
Optional but nice to have: Add a quarter ruler (12”)
Skill Level: Intermediate
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